Vionlabs in Stockholm is looking for Master Students in Computer Science and Machine Learning (or related fields) who are interested in data processing, computer vision, audio analysis, and/or machine learning. At Vionlabs we are working with content analysis of multimedia (mostly movies and TV shows) and its relation to user behavior. We been awarded the innovation of the year and many other awards for the unique technology we built. We are currently looking for interns for master thesis projects in the area of:

(FE) Feature engineering - developing features from audio, video, text, or images from movies and TV shows.

Skills:
- Python programming - object oriented programming
- ML Algorithms - logistic/linear regression, deep neural networks
- Databases - Mongodb
- Docker
- git

What we offer:
- A creative, cooperative, and international work environment
- To work with a talented team of people that can help you develop your personal skills
- No Swedish required, but you'll have the chance to learn it if you want
- You will be able to work with Movies, Movies, Movies!
- A fun and stimulating place to work and play
- Beer pong and private cinema at the office
- Possibility of being hired

Responsibilities:
- You will have your own small project within the larger research and development endeavor
- Turning research output into production ready code

Send your CV and a bit about yourself to info@vionlabs.com

Contact:
Arash Pendari
info@vionlabs.com
08-410 163 16